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himself to restore the old regime and to make both Church
and aristocracy subordinate to monarchy again. This pro-
duced revolts, against which he was uniformly successful;
it brought him also into conflict with the Papacy, and in
1194 a papal bull of excommunication was issued against
him. But he was able to defy that too, and when the twelfth
century closed the king of Norway could boast himself
powerful enough even to resist the spiritual weapons of
Pope Innocent III.
Norway has one feature which marks it out from the other Iceland
Scandinavian countries.    They had all shared in the Viking
raids which had established settlements of Northmen especi-
ally round the British Isles and in France.    But the Nor-
wegian colonies, unlike those of Denmark and Sweden, had
remained for the most part in association with the mother-
country, and many of them had been forced by king Magnus
Bareleg to submit to her political authority;   ecclesiastical
subordination had followed in 1152.    There was one colony,
the most important of all, which cherished its association
with the mother-country and yet refused political obedience
to it—Iceland.    Leading aristocratic families had migrated
thither from the ninth century onwards, and the island was
ruled by the chieftains of these. families, with whom were
associated the bishops, after the introduction of Christianity.
The Icelanders, clergy as well as laity, were proudly national
and until the thirteenth century vindicated their political
independence.    At the same time they were proud of their
Norwegian origin, and the aristocratic families, themselves
literate, kept alive memories of the past by encouraging the
professional story-tellers.    These stories were both plain and
embroidered, and from the one came a school of historical
writers, from the other the saga, which had its origin in
twelfth-century  Iceland.    An  outstanding figure  in  both
respects was Snorri Sturluson (1179-1241), a leading noble,
who in his Younger Edda, a manual for poets, gives a key to
the legendary poetry of Scandinavia, and in his Heimskringla
tells the history of the Norwegian kings down to the accession
of Sverre.    Iceland, and through Iceland Norway, played
a unique part in literary development.    It was a home pro-
duction, whereas Denmark and the eastern neighbours of
Germany owed the preservation of their records largely to

